Learning lessons in Lady Park Wood
by David Cracknell
There was no denying it. I was stuck. My car
wheels were spinning and sloshing in the
mud. And I was beginning to panic. I tried
everything.
Taking a calming deep breath, I tapped the accelerator
pedal lightly, and I wrested the steering wheel from side to
side. But still no joy.
I got out and hastily arranged soggy wet logs beneath the
wheels. But – dammit – the car just seemed to be sinking
and sliding backwards, as if sucked into the woods.
The rain was coming down hard on the roof. I thought
to myself then: why would anyone drive into an ancient
woodland and park off the main track, straying from the
stony path? I thought I may just have to abandon the car
here in this nook of the forest – forever.
‘Bloody Lady Park Wood,’ I cursed. “It’s sucking me in.
What the hell am I doing here?!’
Ten minutes earlier I had parted ways with George
Peterken, the legendary woodland writer and curator
of Lady Park, the ancient semi-natural woodland in
Monmouthshire that was set aside for research in the
1940s. He had warned me not to block the main track
the previous day “just in case someone from the Forestry
Commission might want to get through with a machine”.
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I wished then that someone from the FC would come
along with a lovely great big Land Rover to pull me out.
Instead, I grabbed my coat and phone and headed for
help. Luckily one of the neighbours a mile or so away had
a vintage red tractor and readily agreed to return to the site
and pull me back onto the track.
This was my second summer in Lady Park. Twice now
I have spent part of August recording the Ash trees in
the reserve’s permanent plots (known as “transects”), in
order to find some correlation between the different site
conditions and the extent of the disease. I am completing
a Masters in Forestry at Bangor University and this is my
dissertation subject.
George Peterken has been of invaluable help as has my
tutor, Professor John Healey, and we hope to be able to
publish the results next year.
George (‘GFP’) lives locally and his dedication to Lady
Park is absolute. If it wasn’t for him, who knows what
would have happened to this research station. Even now,
it’s longer-term future is uncertain. Deer have invaded
and last summer I discovered a section of the fence had
come down, with little likelihood of repair. The wood
was originally set aside in the 1940s and left undisturbed
except by nature’s forces. Oxford University researchers
led by Dr Eustace Jones set out the transects, each section
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marked at 100ft intervals with stakes of Oak, and began
recording the girth of the trees. It was GFP who later
interpreted their Delphic early records and carried on the
work over the past four decades, assisted along the way by
various volunteers and academics.
Our work still relies on hand-drawn maps first drafted in
1977 by an enthusiastic young school-leaver looking for a
summer job. (The heroic Alan Orange has now retired, so
much time has passed.) These maps have been diligently
updated over the years with George’s pencil annotations
but they would really benefit from digitisation and opensource publication of the spreadsheet data.
This would mean that they could be accurately updated
for decades to come; but also that students could access
them around the world and make new sense of the
collected data, find new patterns perhaps. All species – not
just Ash, but Lime, Beech, Yew, Elm, Hawthorn, Hazel to
name a few – have been recorded at various moments over
the decades. But the work has usually relied on volunteers
or specific academic programmes, and never a dedicated
and well-funded research team.
A few of the original Oak markers are still in place, with
peeling red paint. An inscription on one veteran Beech
tree marks transect six. But even some of the stubby
galvanised steel posts that replaced them in 1977 – just
a few feet sticking out of the ground – are very hard to
locate. You have to rely on George’s navigation skills, and
only after several visits do you begin to recognise snags and
tracks, and distinctive landmark individual trees.
Even GFP has had problems locating parts of the transects.
One of the old markers under the limestone cliff that
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runs along the eastern edge of the wood close to the Wye
was lost for decades until one of his sons tripped over the
metal spike during an exercise.
It is great to get lost there. You can feel wonderfully
isolated in parts of the wood furthest from the fence. Few
people have the luxury of roaming there alone.
George knows all the trees in this woodland of 45 hectares.
He bounds around like a much younger man, skipping
over familiar fallen trunks and undergrowth. At one
point on my first visit he suddenly stopped as we were
making our way down the slope through bracken to
point at a sapling at his foot. “There is the sole example of
regeneration of Oak in the wood,” GFP said.
My favourite tree is the lonely Wild Service of no more
than a few centimetres girth, that hasn’t put on more than
a few millimetres growth in 70 years since the records
began (see picture above).
My hope is that I can make a start on digitising some of
the maps and transferring them to GIS software, but I will
only really be scratching the surface.
As to the Ash Dieback (ADB) angle, it seems likely that
genetics play the main part in resistance to the disease –
in about 10-15% of trees. However, complex ecological
processes are at work and studying site conditions is still
significant and worthwhile.
For example, a recent study from northern France which
attracted much excitement concluded that trees in
agricultural settings were less damaged by the disease than
those in the forest.
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With that in mind, my research has now turned its focus
to near-neighbour analysis and examining what the effect
of tree density is on ADB within the forest. The logical
extension of the French study would be a hypothesis that
the more crowded the trees are within the forest setting,
the more affected by disease they are.
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Yet anecdotally, George and I had found that one tree can
be completely unaffected, while its closest neighbour is
ravaged by ADB. Indeed, there are encouraging signs that
at least 10% of trees are resisting the disease.
So who knows what we shall finally discover in Lady Park
Wood? Hopefully not an abandoned Skoda with cobwebs
and a skeleton in the driving seat!
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